A mong the many intriguing properties of graphene, its plasmonic characteristics are some of the most fascinating and potentially useful (1, 2) . Long-lived, tunable intrinsic graphene surface plasmons (SPs) have already been demonstrated in a number of experiments (3-9), including optical modulators (10, 11) , providing the potential for applications (12, 13) . In contrast to the noble metals that are usually used in SP devices (13, 14) , graphene's Fermi energy, E F , and carrier concentration, n s (and therefore its conductivity and SP mode properties), can be altered, for example, by electrical gating and surface doping (3, 15, 16) . Consequently, the behavior of graphene SP-based structures can be modified in situ, without the need for structural device changes. In particular, graphene's optical and plasmonic properties are tunable in the terahertz (THz) spectral region (3, 17) , giving rise to the possibility of compact electrically controllable THz optical components (18) . We incorporated graphene into a plasmonic THz laser microcavity to dynamically modulate round-trip modal gain values and therefore laser emission via E F . In this way, gated graphene becomes a powerful tool with which to control the fundamental properties of a laser-a tool that is potentially extremely fast and all electrical in nature, with negligible electrical power requirements.
The interaction between light and matter can be altered by manipulating the electromagnetic density of states (DOS) using a microresonator (19, 20) . By incorporating a photonic lattice or plasmonic structure into a laser, one can control the frequency and amplification of resonant modes and hence manipulate the properties of lasing emission (21) (22) (23) . Furthermore, by breaking the regularity of these structures it is possible to modulate the photon DOS and hence light-matter interaction at several frequencies simultaneously. This technique was used recently to develop an aperiodic distributed feedback (ADFB) cavity laser with a lattice that is in essence a computer-generated hologram (24, 25) . The hologram digitally encodes the Fourier transform of a desired optical filter function (multiple reflection resonances within the gain bandwidth of the laser), enabling photonic DOS manipulation at precise filter frequencies. In real space, a typical hologram lattice contains a multitude of phase shifts; the locations and sizes of scattering sites and defects are set such that via coherent backscattering the device enters a slow light regime. Transfer matrix method (TMM) calculations of the group delay transfer function (which is intrinsically linked to the photonic DOS) of an ADFB microcavity under the influence of gain reveal infinite-gain singularities [ fig. S4 ; see (26) for further details]. These singularities represent the frequency and gain values at which selfoscillation occurs. The ADFB microcavity can produce coherent amplification of the cavity photons via stimulated emission processes because of the build-up of phase coherence at the singularities (20) .
ADFB structures were realized in THz quantum cascade lasers (QCLs)-extremely long wavelength semiconductor lasers with active regions based on precisely engineered inter-subband transitions (27) . Such ADFB THz QCLs provide an ideal proving ground for graphene-controlled gain modulation because they use SP-based waveguides (at a metal-semiconductor interface, Fig. 1A ) (28) . The first crucial step is to excite two-dimensional (2D) plasmons in an integrated, atomically thin graphene sheet to take full leverage of the computergenerated hologram principle. Hologram pixels are introduced to the QCL waveguide as plasmonic scattering sites along the longitudinal axis of the laser ridge (Fig. 1B) . By depositing an electrically gateable graphene film onto these devices, our goal is to switch the THz SP at each pixel "on" or "off" by tuning n s , thereby altering the photonic DOS and the degree to which the THz intersubband gain spectra follows the hologram response. For example, by modulating the hologram pixel scattering strength we approach the DOS singularities, resulting in a dramatic increase of light-matter interaction within the QCL gain media (20) . Photon lifetimes (and hence modal gain values) are thereby enhanced, leading to selective enhancement of competing laser modes and a concomitant suppression of others.
A hologram with relatively weak feedback was chosen so that any subtle influence of graphene plasmons on laser emission was not hidden by (25, 29) and was introduced to the metalized laser ridge surface as a series of subwavelength slits (Fig. 1E) (27) . At each slit, the localized removal of metal strongly influences the fundamental transverse magnetic THz eigenmode of the waveguide (25) . Finite element modeling (FEM) of the electric field across a single slit reveals strong radiative scattering of the propagating THz mode (Fig. 1B) . The single-pass reflection gain (G) (essentially the modal gain), calculated in the frequency ( f ) and material gain (gL, where L is the hologram length) plane by using the TMM, reveals the possibility of selective mode enhancement from the microcavity resonances at reasonably achievable values of the normalized coupling factor kL (Fig. 1, C and D) . This coupling is in turn dictated by the scattering strength of the hologram pixels. For further details of the FEM and TMM, see (26) 
Four devices were fabricated and characterized, each demonstrating similar behavior, with minor differences attributable to their individual active region and hologram properties. Here we concentrate on a single representative device. Details of fabrication and testing, along with experimental results for a second device ( fig. S1 ), are presented in (26) . The unpatterned Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity lased on numerous longitudinal cavity modes (Fig. 1A) , many of which were suppressed by implementation of the ADFB microstructure (Fig. 1E) . Introduction of graphene partially "repaired" the waveguide, reducing individual pixel scattering strengths and leading to the return of many FP modes (Fig. 1F) . Laser spectra were evaluated in terms of N, the observed number of lasing modes ( Fig. 2A) , revealing the FP-like behavior of the graphene-ADFB QCL over a wide range of laser operating currents (I). For reference, the electrical and output power characteristics of the QCL at each stage of waveguide modification are also presented (Fig. 2B) . At each stage the device displays typical THz QCL band structure alignment and misalignment features, with no appreciable changes in the absolute lasing threshold (I th ) because g is clamped by laser facet feedback.
In order to demonstrate electrical modification of fundamental laser gain dynamics by varying E F in the graphene, a polymer electrolyte was deposited over the device (Fig. 3A) . FEM simulations of THz scattering at a single slit provide a basic understanding of the mechanisms involved (Fig. 3B) . The presence of low-n s (low-E F ) graphene leads to strongly suppressed intraslit fields. Experimentally, application of gate voltage (V gate ) leads to high n s (16) . In this case, the simulated intraslit field intensities are larger. Our understanding of these results is helped by an analytical estimate of the plasmon wavelength
l 0 , where a is the fine structure constant, w 0 and l 0 are the lasing mode frequency and wavelength, respectively, and e the average permittivity surrounding the graphene (we use e = 7, the average of vacuum and GaAs) (6, 8) . For E F = 50 meV (typical for intrinsically doped graphene), we estimate l pl~1 mm, comparable with the slit width. Consequently the electron plasma in graphene introduces a second dipole field (localized SP) within the slit, oriented opposite to the existing field, greatly reducing THz scattering ( fig. S2) (26) . On the other hand, for E F = 300 meV (a reasonably achievable level by electrochemical doping) the plasmon wavelength is six times longer (large relative to the slit width), and the electron plasma moves coherently inside the slit, leading to efficient THz scattering. TMM calculations of reflection gain in the f-kL plane enable us to calculate the changes in modal amplification induced by raising n s . Graphene-induced changes in individual pixel scattering strength (k) can alter modal G values by almost two orders of magnitude (Fig. 3, C and D) and the group index (n g ) by almost one order of magnitude ( fig.  S4) (26) . Owing to the reduced group velocity (slow light regime), the photon DOS is strongly enhanced around the infinite-gain singularities (20) .
This effect has important experimental consequences (Fig. 3, E and F) . At low E F , the DOS does not offer a dominant channel for inter-subband emission, and a large fraction of the emission is channeled into the FP-like lasing modes. Laser emission just above I th is modified when we apply V gate . By increasing E F by almost an order of magnitude, many of the FP-like lasing modes (seen at V gate = 0 V) are inhibited, and inter-subband emission is predominantly channeled into singularities. Therefore, the high-E F graphene plasmons force laser emission to be governed by the hologram response, with pure single-mode emission within each resonance band. Such a redistribution of spectral power is further observed experimentally in the light-current behavior of the four dominant modes near I th (Fig. 4, A and B) ; with V gate = 1 V applied, we observed a strongly favored (highest n g ) mode. The most dramatic reversible changes in N also occurred close to I th (Fig. 4C) but remained appreciable over a wide current range. In contrast, when electrolyte was applied without graphene, N was insensitive to V gate (Fig. 4D) . In this specific case, the resulting macroscale optoelectronic functionality (close to I th ) is graphene-controlled switching between dualand single-mode operation. The switching behavior is reversible up to a small finite hysteresis, as is typically observed when graphene devices are gated by solid electrolyte (16) . Demonstration of reversible graphene control is the key result of this work (not single-mode lasing, which is achievable by a number of techniques). This use of graphene to define and control the fundamental gain dynamics of a laser is what sets this work apart from previously reported optical filtering in passive graphene waveguides (10, 11) . Time domain modeling (TDM) provides further insight into the spatial-temporal interplay between light-field and population inversion in ADFB lasers, revealing the localization caused by the underlying aperiodicity within the hologram. Furthermore, it reveals substantial changes in the inhomogeneity of the population inversion profile within the microcavity as k is varied ( fig. S6) (26) . Any change in this profile has implications for the gain dynamics of the laser, altering the competition between lasing modes.
Last, a correlation between N and pixel scattering is also seen in the TDM, indicating a direct link between the graphene-controlled electromagnetic DOS and the modal gain of the laser ( fig. S5) (26) . We stress that the possibility to effectively control the operation of a semiconductor microcavity laser by graphene ultimately stems from unique properties of 2D graphene plasmons that allow unprecedented wavelength compression (by a factor of~30) at small gating voltage and hence excitation of localized SP modes within the hologram pixels.
The use of electrically controllable graphene plasmons to modify active photonic systems offers a number of interesting device possibilities. In principle, each pixel (or small group of pixels) in an ADFB hologram could be independently gated, allowing individual tailoring of scattering strengths. Combined with the highly flexible multiband digital hologram approach, this would allow an operator to electronically rewrite the spectral response of a laser on demand. Furthermore, whereas programmable graphene plasmonic structures are particularly appealing for incorporation into THz lasers where spectral control is traditionally difficult, they can also be scaled to shorter-wavelength optoelectronic systems, greatly expanding their potential technological impact. Laser emission spectra measured after electrolyte deposition for (E) ungated (low n s , low E F ) and (F) gated (high n s , high E F ) graphene, collected just above laser threshold. 
